MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
BETWEEN
THE UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON (UNIVERSITY)
AND
THE SERVICE EMPLOYEES INTERNATIONAL UNION Local 925
AND
THE WASHINGTON FEDERATION OF STATE EMPLOYEES Local 1488

MOU – SUPPLY CHAIN-MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

During negotiations for the 2017-2019 successor agreement, the parties agreed to the following regarding Unit Supply Technicians (1, 2, and Lead), Stockroom Attendant 2s, Driver-Warehouse Worker, Warehouse Operator (2 and 3), Truck Driver (1 and 2), Hospital Central Service Technician 1s, Data Control Technician 2, and Program Assistants in the Supply Chain-Materials Management Department only.

In accordance with the aforementioned agreement, on JanuaryJuly 1, 2017, the University agrees to implement the following in the WFSE Harborview and WFSE Campus Wide Bargaining Units:

I. All employees in the following classification titles in the Supply Chain-Materials Management Department will be moved to the Supply Chain Technician 1 job classification (Job Code XXXX) and placed on Pay Table BI at Pay Range 3534.

A. Unit Supply Technicians 1 (Currently Pay Table BI at Pay Range 33)

B. Stockroom Attendant 2 (Currently Pay Table BI at Pay Range 32)

C. Hospital Central Service Technician 1 (Currently Pay Table BO at Pay Range 10), and

D. Program Assistants (Currently Pay Table B4 at Pay Range 35)

II. All employees in the following classification titles in the Supply Chain-Materials Management Department will be moved to the Supply Chain Technician 2 job classification (Job Code XXXX) and placed on Pay Table BI at Pay Range 3736.

A. Data Control Technician 2 (Currently Pay Table B4 at Pay Range 36)

B. Driver Warehouse Worker (Currently Pay Table BI at Pay Range 35)

C. Truck Driver 1 (Currently Pay Table BI at Pay Range 35)

D. Truck Driver 2 (Currently Pay Table BI at Pay Range 39)

E. Unit Supply Technician 2 (Currently Pay Table BI at Pay Range 35)
III. All employees in the Unit Supply Technician Lead job classification (Currently Pay Table BI at Pay Range 38) will be moved to the Supply Chain Technician Lead job classification (Job Code XXXX) and placed on Pay Table BI at Pay Range 4039.

IV. All employees will be placed on the new pay range at an available pay step nearest to their current rate of pay, plus one (1) step, not to exceed the top automatic step.

V. In addition to the employees in the classifications listed above, the classified non-union employees working in the following classification titles in the Supply Chain-Materials Management Department will be moved to the Supply Chain Technician 2 job classification (Job Code XXXX) and placed on Pay Table BI at Pay Range 3736 within the WFSE Harborview Bargaining Unit.

A. Warehouse Operator 2 (Currently Pay Table CI at Pay Range 32)

B. Warehouse Operator 3 (Currently Pay Table CI at Pay Range 36)

VI. The economic terms of this agreement are conditional upon achieving legislative approval and funding authorization as outlined in RCW 41.80. Should any aspect of this agreement fail to meet any of the conditions dictated in RCW 41.80, that section will be withdrawn from the agreement and no on-going responsibility for continued payment will reside with either party. In addition to the foregoing, the parties acknowledge and agree that this agreement expires on June 30, 2017 and the range placement specified in SEIU 925 Article 30 and/or WFSE 1488 Article 41 will no longer apply from that date forward.

Tentatively Agreed To:

For the Union:

[Signature]

Date: 9/23/10

For the Employer:

Date: 9/23/10